The Left-Wing Media Elevates
Migrants
While
Insulting
Americans.
Liberal
Journalists Are Lying about
the the Admitted Criminals in
the Caravan.
Sources at the border report that the caravan is 70% single
men, and Mexico’s own ambassador said in an NPR interview that
many are “very violent.” However, the leftist media is lying
to Americans about the caravan not being dangerous, while
denigrating their own countrymen. The left needs immigrant
voters because they cannot win elections based on their ideas
and philosophy. An article in the New York Times advocated
for replacing the “embittered white conservative minority”.
One of the men in the caravan admitted that he was charged
with a 3rd degree felony of attempted murder.
Mexican
authorities arrested two young Honduran men on charges of
shooting at federal police officers who were escorting the
caravan. Another incident involved men from Central America
who set fires in an immigration facility in Mexico in an
attempt to escape from being deported. Mexican authorities
are reporting the use of firearms and Molotov cocktails by the
migrants. Reporters have noted that members of the brutal
MS-13 gang are embedded in the caravan.

Mexican Federal Police were reportedly fired upon by two armed
Honduran migrants, identified only as “Jerson” (22) and
“Carlos” (17), near Ignacio Zaragoza in the Mexican state
of Chiapas this week as the police were providing an armed
security for the notoriously unsafe caravan.
Thanks to the attacker’s .380 pistol jamming, the police
officers were able to arrest the two men.
The shooting occurred shortly after Mexican authorities
announced they were investigating the manufacturing and use of
Molotov cocktails and other incendiary weapons within the
migrants’ ranks.
Americans’ concerns about the security risks present in this
caravan seem to be increasingly vindicated by the day. And, as
we at MRCTV have stated previously, Obama’s attempt to
downplay Republican concerns regarding the “bunch of
impoverished, malnourished refugees 1,000 miles away” looks
increasingly laughable.
Read full article here…

